
E X T E N D  Y O U R  V I S I O N
o f  w h a t  a  v e h i c l e  c a m e r a  s o l u t i o n  c a n  b e

StreetEagle LiveCam® 360 Vehicle Camera
A groundbreaking 360º-view camera that combines video capture, 
tracking and vehicle security into one easy-install device

Want to hear something truly amazing? InSight’s most technologically  
advanced vehicle camera solution to date is also its most affordable –  
and with a simple peel-and-stick, one cable installation, it can be up and  
running in record time. But don’t let all this simplicity fool you: this camera 
is nothing short of revolutionary in terms of what it can do to protect your  
drivers, vehicles and reputation.

In fact, LiveCam 360’s sleek, SEMA® award-winning* product design 
and “low profile” form factor (doesn’t obscure drivers’ view while on the 
road) deliver a high level of sophistication in an easy to use, unobtrusive 
package. If you’re looking for an advanced, affordable camera that can 
provide video capture capability AND vehicle security with unprecedented 
scope and accuracy, this is the device for you!

Flip sheet over to review some of the unique features and 
benefits of the LiveCam 360 vehicle camera...



StreetEagle® LiveCam

What makes the LiveCam 360 such 
a unique vehicle camera?
LiveCam 360 is much more than just a sleek, compact design, and it’s much 
more than your average dashcam. No other camera on the market today 
provides 360-degree views inside AND outside the vehicle, protects your 
vehicle against security threats, and features internal radar, GPS and 3-axis 
accelerometer. “360” means total visibility, security and protection.

360º visibility
A single lens provides truly seamless, 360-
degree views in and around your vehicle

Total vehicle security
Fusion of radar, 3-axis accelerometer and 
GPS provide intelligent event detection for 
your parked vehicle

Simple installation
Peel-and-stick windshield installation with 
just one cable – and, it can be portable 
(plugged into cigarette lighter)

Night vision
IR LED’s help the LiveCam 360 see in low 
light conditions, even in the dark

4G LTE connectivity
High-speed 4G bandwidth delivers live 
alerts and provides the ability to monitor 
vehicle in real-time from any location

Unobstructive design
Compact form factor and easy windshield 
mounting means device won’t block your 
drivers’ view of the road

Location tracking
Built-in GPS technology provides location 
data to find your vehicle immediately

Smart power management
Low-power sensors “sleep with one eye 
open,” protecting an unattended vehicle

Monitor vehicle activity/security from anywhere
LiveCam 360 users can view live or archived video clips from inside or  
outside of the vehicle, and review driving or vehicle security violations, 
remotely via the StreetEagle mobile app. 

Now, fleet owners and managers can be anywhere and be able to:

• View video of events in multiple modes (split screen or 360º view)

• Access archived event footage

• Receive alerts on vehicle driving and security events

• Stream live video from in and around vehicle from any location

• Get an immediate update on any vehicle’s location




